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THE INEVITABLE

The Review of the Holy Koran Continues
by Gertjan Zwiggelaar, B.A., B.Ed. EDE
In case you are just now tuning into Down the Rabbit Hole, in the last edition I began a thorough look into
the Holy Koran; the book which Allah dictated to his prophet, Mohammed; a very sanguine Arabic man
who firmly believed in the motto: MY WAY OR THE HIGHWAY. Turned out that Allah thinks the same way.
Hence, the two became very good friends and wrote a book together which became the blueprint for
1400 years of: rape, slavery, torture, murder, WAR!!! as unbelievers were presented with their inevitable
choice; either convert to Islam and become one of us, or we will kill you. Lots of people were made an
example of, just as we see happening today. Muslims think it is inevitable. Indeed, The Inevitable is a
chapter in the Koran. The Penguin Koran by N.J. Dawood, born in Baghdad and a graduate from London
University is the version I am using. He has translated a lot of Arabic material into English, the Koran being
one of them. Anyway, we at Down the Rabbit Hole are NOT convinced that the conquest of the planet by
Muslims is inevitable. WE do not like reading things such as the following in the chapter in question which
begins on page 60. ʻWe shall say: “Lay hold of him and bind him. Burn him in The Fire of Hell, then fasten
him with a chain seventy cubits long. For he did not believe in Allah...”ʼ p. 61. Imagine being bound with a
70 cubit chain. That would be quite a heavy object. Why they would bother doing that after you have
been burned, is interesting. What it means is: you will be burned, but not killed in the burning. Then, as
you suffer the horrible pain, you are weighed down so you can barely move and thusly you die in your
misery, lying in your own bodily fluids as you starve to death. Not a difficult interpretation to make, is it?
The Koran is really quite explicit, so there is not a lot of effort one has to make to realize where Edgar Allan
Poe might have gotten some of his twisted ideas; or perhaps, Steven King.
As I explained in the last edition of DtRH, the word PUNISHMENT shows up quite a lot already in the first
100 pages of the Penguin Koran. What also shows up are stories from the Torah. In the chapter on Jonah
you can read: ʻHe will sternly punish them for their unbelief.ʼ p. 69. On page 72, you are told, ʻ...And every
time a multitude is thrown therein...ʼ Do you know what the, therein refers to? HELL FIRE!. No worries,
you will not be alone in your torment. There will be a MULTITUDE. A multitude already is going up in
flames in the Middle East. It is estimated that MUSLIMS have MURDERED over 600 MILLION human
beings already since Mohammed did his thing in Medina and Mecca back in the 7th Century, A.D.
(A.D. = Anno Domini. After the year of the birth of Our King, Jesus of Nazareth. We are not PC here and
still use B.C. and A.D. after dates. None of this modern cultural Marxist degradation of our sacred religion).
On page 81, the chapter entitled, The Ant, tells us: ʻAs for those that deny the life to come, WE make their
foul deeds seem fair to them... They shall be sternly punished and in the hereafter...ʼ
In the chapter titled, The Cave, pages 90 - 98 take note: ʻWho is more wicked than someone who invents
a falsehood about Allah?ʼ p. 91. ʻFor the wrongdoers We have prepared a fire which will encompass them
like the walls of a pavilion... scald their faces...ʼ p. 92. ʻWoe to the unbelievers, for they shall be sternly
punished! Woe to those who love this life more than the life to come...ʼ p. 98
Page 100: ʻCan you protect us from Allahʼs vengeance? ... We shall never escape.ʼ
Page 101: ʻTake your pleasure in this life: You are surely destined for Hell.ʼ
Page 102: ʻOn that day you shall see the guilty bound with chains, their garments blackened with pitch,
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and their heads covered with flames.ʼ During the Spanish Inquisition that was a common practice effected
upon heretics/unbelievers by Jews dressed up as Catholic monks; those very same creatures who dress
up as Arabic psychopaths and egg on the violent cretins with dogmas and ideologies, who then go out
and do the dirty work whilst the Jews stand back and watch, big grins on their Khazarian faces; since they
get off on watching extreme mayhem, horror, and death. For those of you who dispute this, I suggest you
might read some books on the Spanish Inquisition and a bio on Tomas de Torqemada. Also read: Douglas
Read, The Controversy of Zion; available on line. I am on my third read of that tome. Three hundred
thousand words!

NOW LET US TALK ABOUT VIRGINS AND BOYS AND RUNNING WATER
The Koran is not all gloom and doom. There are some lovely ideas regarding a Paradise for pedophiles set
in gardens with lots of running water. Boys, dressed in green livery are promised and virgins, lots of virgins
are there for the male believers in Allah. There is no mention, so far, in the first 100 pages of the Penguin
Koran of adult women, but a number of references already regarding the heavenly delights of Allahʼs
garden. ʻThey shall dwell with bashful virgins whom neither man nor jinnee will have touched before.ʼ
p.20 ʻVirgins as fair ascorals and rubies.ʼ p. 21. ʻIn each there shall be virgins chaste and fair.ʼ p. 21. And
also on page 21: ʻDark-eyed virgins sheltered in their tents...ʼ All of these lovely boys and girls are lolling
about on, ʻgreen cushions and rich carpets. Which of your Lordʼs blessings would you deny?ʼ Allah asks
that a number of times. You have to admit, if you are a male pedophile, Islam is pretty enticing, eh? You
can marry a nine year old virgin in this life; if you are a Muslim man, that is.
Now let us examine the details of the quotes above. Virgins fair as corals and rubies means: WHITE
GIRLS!!! White girls become red as rubies in the hot sun, when they are baked, naked, and on display in a
Arab slave market, or in Israel, where slavery is openly practiced, as well. Corals are all kinds of pinks, like
the skins of White virgins. Do you get the picture now? That is why those sub Saharan Muslim rats are
raping WHITE girls in Europe and now in increasing numbers in NORAM, as well, thanks to the many
Jewish traitors in our governments; Jews and their minions; creatures like that vile little toad, John McCain,
or that, that, Muslim Obama thing that is still smelling up the nation with treasonous rhetoric. Both of those
creatures ought to be in jail, facing charges of sedition and treason and then when found guilty, they be
hung by their scrawny necks on PBS, next to Hillary and Bill Clinton et al.
NOW LETʼS TAKE A LOOK AT SOME MORE COMFORTING MESSAGES IN THE HOLY
KORAN.
ʻFor him that gives in charity and guards himself against evil and believes in goodness, We shall smooth
the path to salvation: but for him that neither gives nor takes and disbelieves in goodness, We shall
smooth the path of affliction. When he breathes his last, his riches will not avail him. It is for Us to give
guidance. Ours is the life of this world, Ours the life to come. I warn you, then, of the blazing fire, in which
none shall burn save the hardened sinner, who denies the truth and gives no heed. But the good man
who purifies himself by almsgiving shall keep away from it: and so shall he that does good works for the
sake of the Most High only, seeking no recompense. Such men shall be content.ʼ p. 24-25.
ʻWe molded man into a most noble image and in the end WE shall reduce him to the lowest of the low:
except the believers who do good works, for theirs shall be a boundless recompense.ʼ p. 23.
However, do not get too comfortable, you who have been made from, ʻclots of blood.ʼ For on the Day of Judgment,
ʻthere shall be downcast faces, of men broken and worn out, burnt by a scorching fire, drinking from a seething
fountain. Their only food shall be bitter thorns, which will neither sustain them nor satisfy their hunger. On that day
there shall be radiant faces of men well pleased with their labours, in a lofty garden. There they shall hear no idle talk.
A gushing fountain shall be there and raised soft couches with goblets placed before them; silken cushions ranged in
order and carpets richly spread. Let them reflect on the camels, and how they were created... as for those that turn
their backs and disbelieve, Allah will inflict on them the supreme chastisement.ʼ p.30
TO BE CONTINUED.
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